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Cooking Crack with the Baking Soda Method; Crack, Glorious Crack; Or, The ... These are the ten ordered steps on how to
make crack.. This is the old school method for making a small amount of crack with no ... about 20 to 30% 0f the weight of
Sodium bicarbonate (baking soda). Crack maker, Baby Doh, shows how he turns regular cocaine into crack.. I've successfully
cooked small amounts of coke using baking soda and a spoon atleast 100 times, not somthing I'm proud of and definitely ....
Crack is made by adding baking soda and water to cocaine and cooking the whole thing, usually in a spoon. ermingut/Getty
Images. Advertisement. Crack cocaine is an easier-to-manufacture form of freebase cocaine – the only difference .... Youre
going to need 4.5 grams, If you have fishscale it should work out to be .3 grams of baking soda per gram of coke. I have used
this recipe for .5 grams.. And if you are here because you actually want to do it yourself – get help. And I don't mean getting
help making the crack cocaine. Get help with .... Almost everyone I know messed up their first few times cooking on the ... The
crack will still be pure, you'll just get less of it as the impurities don't turn ... To get even more, add SMALL pinches of baking
soda to the spoon after .... Used base in making crack, a metal spoon, a tealight, and a cigarette ... high to high heat until all of
the baking soda has finished bubbling out.. Put the powder mix on a large spoon and add just enough water to dissolve the
powder,. How to make crack cocaine step 7. How to make crack cocaine step 8.. Pictured here are baking soda, a commonly
used base in making crack, a metal spoon, a tealight, and a cigarette lighter. The spoon is held over the heat source .... Carefully
fill the spoon with water to the 3/4 mark.Place the spoon with all three ingredients over medium high to high heat until all of the
baking soda has .... In a large metal spoon, combine 1 gram of cocaine and ½ gram of baking soda. ... Otherwise, no matter what
step you decide to use for making freebase (albeit .... I've spent a fortune buying and wasting cocaine trying to make crack. I
just couldn't do it. ... You need cocaine, some water, and a pinch of baking soda. Put them all in a spoon and heat the bottom of
the spoon with a lighter or any open flame.. As a follow up to my previous post regarding the manufacture of cocaine, I came
across the attached image documenting the process of .... Crack cocaine, also known simply as crack or rock, is a free base form
of cocaine that can be ... A close up of the "cooking" process that creates crack. ... process is frequently done with baking soda
(sodium bicarbonate), water, and a spoon.. The crack method left the freebase moe readily absorable than ... In the eighties the
recipe was broadcast on the prime time nightly news shows, it's really no secret. ... soda. Heat the spoon just until it begins to
boil, a scum like film will ... If no more film develops add another pinch of baking soda and repeat.. Hey so I'm just trying to
make tiny amounts to try because this blow hurts my nose. I've tried putting it on a spoon with 1/3rd baking soda, putting
enough water to .... Get a spoon and mix 2 -3 parts of cocaine hydrochloride (regular cocaine) to 1 ... Mix 2 parts of cocaine
hydrochloride to 1 part baking soda in 20 ml of water -or ... Crack cocaine is less pure than using ether to make freebase
cocaine (there is .... This is optional but if you truly want to make crack head pan cakes . with a little bit of coke a little bit of
baking soda, heat the spoon underneath . 3419e47f14 
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